
MICEBooks



Leveled Readers
 Level A

"Multi-sensory Interactive Children's Electronic Books" (MICEBooks) are leveled readers 
following the formulas devised by Fountas and Pinnell. Interactive versions of these books can 

be found at https://mrnussbaum.com/leveled-micebooks. The 
interactive versions have text-to-speech capabilities for single words and highlighting of words 
as they are spoken for full pages.
They also contain a video for the book, spelling, sight word, and rhyming games for each book's
vocabulary and a comprehension quiz.

https://www.fandpleveledbooks.com/
https://mrnussbaum.com/uploads/activities/micebooks/home/levela.htm


Baby birds



The boy sees a tree.



The boy sees a bird.



The bird is in the tree.



A nest is in the tree.



Eggs are in the nest.



Baby birds are in the nest.



The baby birds are big.



The baby birds fly.



Cat likes fish



Cat likes green fish.



Cat likes orange fish.



Cat likes pink fish.



Cat likes purple fish.



Cat likes red fish.



Cat likes yellow fish.



Cat likes blue fish.



Cat likes fish.



Cat, Rat, and Bat



Cat likes Bat.



Rat likes Cat.



Bat likes Rat.



Cat likes Rat.



Bat likes Cat.



Cat likes to bat.



Rat likes to bat.



Bat likes to bat.



Cat, Rat, and Bat like hats.



Dog sees bees



Dog sees a tree.



Dog sees one bee.



Dog sees two bees.



Dog sees three bees.



Dog runs to his house.



Dog runs in his house.



Dog is scared.



The bees go.



Dog is happy.



Fox and Bears



This bear sleeps.



This bear eats.



This bear sleeps.



This bear eats.



This bear sleeps.



This bear eats.



This bear sleeps.



This bear eats.



This bear sleeps.



This bear eats.



This bear sleeps.



Fox eats.



Fox sleeps.



I am a pet



I am a pet.



I have fur.



I have a tail.



I have ears.



I have eyes.



I have whiskers.



I have feet.



I am a mouse.



I have fur.



I have a tail.



I have ears.



I have eyes.



I have whiskers.



I have feet.



I am a cat.



I have fur.



I have a tail



I have ears.



I have eyes.



I have whiskers.



I have feet.



I am a dog.



I want a dog



 want a dog.



Not a big dog.



Not a small dog.



Not a short dog.



Not a tall dog.



Not a long dog.



Not a strong dog.



I want a funny dog.



I want two funny dogs.



One dog for me.



One dog for my sister.



In the pool



I jump in the pool.



My sister jumps in the pool.



My brother jumps in the pool.



My mother jumps in the pool.



My father jumps in the pool.



My dog jumps in the pool.



My pig jumps in the pool.



No water is in the pool.



My cat



My cat sleeps.



My cat eats.



My cat sleeps.



My cat plays.



My cat sleeps.



My cat runs.



My cat looks.



My cat jumps.



My cat sits.



My cat sleeps.



My dogs



One dog can play.



One dog can dig.



One dog can hide.



One dog can jump.



One dog can run.



One dog can sing.



One dog can dance.



One dog can write.



One dog can read.



One dog can paint.



One dog can fly.



I love my dogs.



Spider sees bugs



Spider sees blue bug.



Spider sees green bug.



Spider sees yellow bug.



Spider sees orange bug.



Spider sees red bug.



Spider sees purple bug.



Spider sees pink bug.



Spider sees bugs.



What fun!



Squirrel in my house



Squirrel is in my house.



My cat is in my house.



Squirrel is on my TV.



Squirrel is on my table.



Squirrel is on my floor.



Squirrel is on my Nana.



Squirrel is not in my house.



My cat is not in my house.


